ACROSS
1) Range above tenor 39) Red, itchy skin patch
5) Ill-fated Biblical brother 40) Races, as a motor
9) Rattling threat 41) Blows one's horn?
14) Wade across 42) Signs of comprehension
15) Base for poi 43) Kind of fountain or biscuit
16) Monk's wife on "Monk" 44) Is overly attentive
17) What red indicates in 45) Be dependent (on)
litmus tests 46) Address form?
18) Calc precorder, perhaps 47) 1980 film from David
19) Get along together Lynch
20) John Wayne western 54) Regatta entrants
23) This, that or the other 55) Colored eye area
24) Yarn 56) Settle comfortably, as into a
carat 57) Open areas of hotels
25) Begin a mountaineering chair 58) War on drugs fighter
trek 61) Greek diner order
29) Ballyhoo 62) Endure
30) Toothpaste amount 33) Gold measurement
34) It's a race to break it 34) Hippie's artistic activity
35) Rank of British nobility 35) Deputy on "The Dukes of Hazzard"
36) Surprise smash hit movie of 37) Oddly amusing
1986

DOWN
1) Hardly around the corner
2) Out of one's mind
3) Group of three singers
4) Bookmaker's numbers
5) Be present
6) "Rain Man" director Levinson
7) Holder of a high office
8) Company emblems
9) Belmont digs
10) Have a dispute
11) Hamilton's opponent
12) Fall place
13) Straight whiskey of a sort
21) Too much, in music
22) Looked at with open mouth
25) African capital
26) "The Divine" Vaughan
27) Symbol for followers of Christ
28) Every
29) Sesame seed and honey confection
30) Woodworking grooves
31) Narrow mountain ridge
32) First word after a sneeze, often
34) Hippie's artistic activity
35) Deputy on "The Dukes of Hazzard"
37) Oddly amusing
38) Complete change of course
43) Playground plank
44) Complete debacle
45) Fix some loose laces
46) Bake in a shallow dish
47) Nursery population
48) Attention getter of yore
49) What to do at the Wailing Wall
50) Blue-green shade
51) Baby's first word, often
52) Egyptian snakes
53) Jay's home
54) Lamb's lament
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